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Attributes / 2 / 

Well, I don't think there is any question about it. It can only be attributable to human error.

— HAL 9000

What is an attribute?  

Let’s start with a dictionary1 definition: 

attribute n. 1b. an intrinsic quality naturally belonging to a thing or person

For our purposes, we substitute “someone or something” with the phrase “all of the instances of a single 
class”. It is easier to define with a picture: 

 

Model 2.1 

When you write object-oriented code, attribute placement is dictated by implementation concerns. When 
you model, attribute placement is dictated by the need to understand and explain a real-world system.

An attribute is much more than a place to store a piece of data. To accurately model a subject matter, an 
attribute must be a genuine characteristic of some kind of thing you have abstracted as a class. From our 

1 Merriam-Webster Unabridged Dictionary (online edition)
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earlier class definition, it follows that all instances of a class must supply a meaningful value for each at-
tribute abstracted on that class, otherwise you botched your class abstraction.

Modelers, self included, sometimes get lazy and start plopping attributes down on a class because they 
don’t know where else to put them. This is your first clue that maybe something is not quite right in your 
model. Misplaced attributes can lead to elusive bugs in your deployed system and excessive complexity 
in your behavioral models.

So, for every attribute, ask yourself “Is this a meaningful characteristic of every potential2 instance of the 
class?”

Value vs. attribute 

It is important to distinguish between an attribute and a value assigned to an attribute. An attribute is a 
prototypical characteristic relevant to all possible instances of a class. An attribute value is a characteristic 
of a specific instance.

Attributes have the following properties: 

● descriptive role

● naming role

● type (data) 

● identification role

● dependencies (normalization and computation)

● value integrity (eliminate null and ‘not applicable’ values)

● referential role

Let’s explore them.

Descriptive role 
An attribute may tell us about the nature of a class, like its physical appearance, operational status, geo-
metric characteristics, and temporal situation. Here are some examples: 

Size, Wait time, X coordinate, Color, Angle offset, Street address, Stall speed

We call these descriptive attributes.

2 Not just those you know about at the moment. And then, when you realize there’s going to be that one little exception, congrat-

ulations! You are on the road to building a more precise model of your subject matter and eliminating some future bugs along 

the way. You may be surprised how many interesting corner cases you discover applying this simple test.
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Naming role  
An attribute may attempt to distinguish one instance of a class from another. Here are some examples:

Company name, File name, Drivers license number, Serial number, Product code, Device ID

These attributes exist not so much to describe, but to label, instances. We call these naming attributes. A 
naming attribute may or may not be sufficient to uniquely identify instances of a class. For example, the 
attribute Employee.Name is a naming attribute, but it is possible to have two employees with the same 
name.

Naming attributes are often suffixed with a word like ID, name, code or number.

Some naming attributes already exist before you start modeling:

Company name, Floor number, Drivers license number, Aircraft ID 

These are discovered names because they are discovered by the analyst. 

Other naming attributes are invented by the analyst, typically to ensure that each class has at least one 
identifier. Some examples are:

Camera ID, Event ID, Transaction ID, Segment ID, or my favorite, just ID.

These are invented names. It is a good idea to follow some convention for choosing your invented identi-
fiers. For example, I just use ‘ID’, ’Number’ or ‘Name’ depending on what is most appropriate for the 
class. Then, when I write action language, I can type Camera.ID instead of Camera.Camera ID.

Naming or descriptive? 

The purpose of an attribute is not always clear. At first glance, the following attribute appears to be a 
naming attribute: Runway number

Consider three runways at an airport, 27, 90 and 19. Each of these numbers seems to be an arbitrary 
name. But airport runways are numbered by compass direction. Runway 27 is oriented to the west at 270 
degrees. 

You could argue that Runway number is really a descriptive attribute since it describes the orientation of 
a runway. But it really doesn’t matter. What’s important is to recognize that Runway number does more 
than just provide a name.
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Type 
A type3 defines the set of values that may be legally assigned to an attribute as well as a set of operations 
that can be performed on those values. We define types that are relevant to the subject matter being mod-
eled. Thus, the types are platform independent. During implementation, these model level types must be 
mapped to programming language specific data types, operators, functions, accessors or other available 
features.

For example, we may define a model level type such as Compass heading to be an integer in the range 
[0..359] of heading degrees. Note that I specified ‘integer’ and not an implementation term like ‘short’ or 
‘int’. We define types based on sets, such as the set of integers, so that the models can remain stable while 
the platform technology evolves or changes entirely.

A type is always defined as both a set of assignable values AND any access, computation and comparison 
operations applicable and necessary for those values. It makes sense, for example, to support addition 
and subtraction on Compass heading, however, these operations work a bit differently than for ordinary 
integers: 359 deg + 2 deg = 1 deg, right?

Constrain your types 

Some types are relatively common across modeled domains. I often use types I’ve defined as Name, ID 
and Number. Why not just use string and integer instead? Most of the time these base types lack the con-
straints and operations required to precisely define the modeled subject matter.

These are two quite different models, for example:

3 We are avoiding the term ‘data type’ since it often confused with implementation types. Also, ‘type’ it is the term the relational 

theory folks are using [RTCP]
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Model 2.2 

Okay, but surely the string type would be appropriate for a simple Name attribute intended only for de-
scription? Probably not. Think about it and you will probably end up wanting something constrained to 
some degree like so:

‘Must start with a letter, limited to 50 characters, no non-space white characters and no space characters at 
the end’. It may help to imagine the regular expression you would write to nail down the constraint. If it 
isn’t .*, then string isn’t good enough. 

Rather than using the integer type, Number can be based on N, the set of natural numbers, up to the 
maximum system value with all integer math undefined. And, an operator like Get next could be defined 
to obtain an unused value. In fact, the Number type is so common that the model execution architecture 
may provide it for you.

If you want to keep track of how many times a particular event has occurred, you might want to define 
the Count type instead of using integer. Define it as a positive integer computationally limited to the in-
crement, decrement and reset operations.

Rigorously constraining your types is a great way to prevent lots of stupid bugs from occurring in your 
deployed system. And the process of determining the necessary constraints often leads you to insightful 
discoveries in the subject matter you are modeling.

Structured types 

A common misconception (certainly one that I used to have) about relational theory is that a value must 
have no internal structure. In fact, relational theory assumes that a value has arbitrarily complex struc-
ture. It’s just that the relational model deals only with rows and columns4 and doesn’t provide any opera-

4 For the record, the relational model has no concept of ‘rows’ and ‘columns’ or even ‘tables’. It actually deals with set concepts 

like ‘tuples’, ‘restrictions’ and ‘projections’. But rows and columns are convenient, though sometimes misleading, visualizations 

and, since this is a practical guide and not an academic text, I will continue to use them with the occasional warning. (See, were 

this an academic text I would have said ‘caveat’ instead).
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tions that can ‘see’ or otherwise process that structure. So when you write action language to select some 
object’s attribute value, it is just a value and no Executable UML actions are provided for you to pick the 
internal components apart. You may, however, define any read-write accessors, unit conversions, or other 
access operations you need to examine and process those components.

Well, it’s not quite that bad. The action language provides default dot notation to access the components 
of a value (value components). So you could define the Point type with components X and Y, each defined 
as a real number. But you often want to define your own operations instead of providing direct read-write 
access to those sub-elements via actions.

Assuming the following model…

 

Model 2.3 

… you might write an assignment action like this in some activity:

paddle height = left paddle.Location.Y  

You would likely define addition and subtraction of Point values so that you could do this:

separation = right paddle.Location - left paddle.Location 
// implicit assigment of positive real number (Distance) type 

After assignment the separation variable is implicitly declared as a Distance, another type you would 
have defined to be returned by the subtraction operator. Or this…

vertical separation = right paddle.Location.Y - left paddle.Location.Y 

Though, this would be better:

vertical separation = right paddle.Location.Vdist( left paddle.Location ) 

In the above example, you defined a Vdist operator to return the vertical distance between two Point val-
ues.
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Let’s say that the Point type is defined in pixel units. If you need the position in millimeters, you could 
define a read accessor on the Point type that returns a pair of millimeter values.

locationXYmm = left paddle.Location.mm() 

It is generally best to model complex types using classes, attributes and relationships. You avoid the has-
sle of creating special purpose accessors and operators. You also gain all the benefits of modeling by ex-
posing the rules, constraints, policies and structure of your complex data. 

But, if you are modeling some subject matter that performs linear algebra computations, an image pro-
cessing application let’s say, there isn’t much analysis insight to be gained in modeling the internal struc-
ture of matrices. Your focus should be on the subject matter of the domain in which you are modeling. 
Furthermore, the math has already been quite well defined without the need for your object-oriented 
‘help’. In such a case, by all means, define a Matrix type. It is likely, in fact, that you will rely on an al-
ready implemented math library which will provide all of the type specific operations for you on your 
particular platform.

If, on the other hand, you are building a math library as your actual application, mathematics is, then, 
your subject matter and you should start modeling classes such as Rows and Columns.

You can probably see that if your domain isn’t well defined, you are going to be confused a lot as you 
build the class model. (Though sometimes this confusion is exactly what you need to work out the do-
main definition!)

And be careful not to use structured types to hide work that needs to be done. More than once I have 
found all of the interesting rules in a system swept under the typing rug by impatient modelers5.

 

Model 2.4 

Units 

Units should be specified when appropriate for a type. A type such as Speed, for example, might express 
a quantity in km/hr. Units are not required for a dimensionless type such as Scale factor or Name.

5 I was going to say ‘lazy’, but I’ve always considered laziness an engineering virtue. Detailed class models (that nail down the 

right details) simplify the building and testing of the behavioral models. It is all about using the right tool for the right job.
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There can sometimes be a bit of argument on a project as to which units to use: metric or imperial? rec-
tangular or polar? Certain computations may be easier to express with one set of units vs. another. When 
various computations in the same modeled domain require different units, there is a simple solution. 
Choose one consistent set of units, metric for example, to define your types. Then, specify type specific 
operations to yield values with the alternate units.

Assume you have defined a Polar operation on the type XY Position which computes and returns a 
(Theta, R) pair. Now you can invoke it using dot notation as shown below:

polar location = Ship.Position.Polar 
bearing = polar location.Theta 
distance = polar location.R 

As is the case with computationally dependent attributes (further ahead in this chapter), the choice of 
when the computation is performed (on read access only, every time the X, Y value is updated or at some 
given frequency) is specific to each implementation. So platform efficiency is not really a consideration in 
choosing which units get assigned to the type vs. conversion operations if your model compiler is smart 
enough. So keep the focus on simplifying your overall model.

As at least one lost mars probe has demonstrated, units are important. Model them carefully.

Precision 

For some attributes precision is important. Record the required precision in the descriptions of such at-
tributes. This information must be taken into account when choosing implementation data types and 
sometimes even the hardware.

Identification role  
Every instance of a class is unique. If we have three instances of the Camera class, we know that each in-
stance represents a distinct physical Camera. This concept of distinction or identity is an important aspect 
of the real-world that we would like to capture in our models. An identifier establishes a constraint that 
prevents the illegal entry of duplicate instances in a class.

An identifier is a set of one or more attributes in a class that guarantees the selection of zero or one in-
stance of that class when values are supplied for the identifier’s attributes. 

Let’s explore a few examples of single and multiple-attribute identifiers.

Single attribute identifiers 

A sharp eyed analyst will look at the attribute values in the two Star examples drawn in Model 2.1 and 
note that the values at the top under each Star must probably always be unique. And that same analyst 
should be curious as to whether the descriptive names also have that property. So there is one and possi-
bly two rules about the real world that need to be modeled.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_Climate_Orbiter
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Further investigation6 reveals that the descriptive names might be duplicated on odd occasion, but that 
the SAO numbers are assigned by a catalog maintained by the astronomy community. The authority that 
manages the SAO catalog ensures that no two Stars are given the same number. (Don’t forget to include 
this policy in the Star.Number attribute description!)

The {I} identifier tag on the Star.Number attribute marks one component of a potentially multiple-at-
tribute identifier. But since there is only one such attribute marked, it is, in fact, a single-attribute identifier. 
This expresses the constraint that, given a Star.Number value, you will either find a single instance of 
Star or you won’t find any.

If you could get the same result by supplying a value for Name, then we would have yet another single-
attribute identifier which we would mark with an {I2} tag (identifier number 2). But no such tag is applied 
to the Star.Name attribute since values here could, on occasion, be duplicated.

So now your model matches reality, which is always a desirable result. More to the point, you are avoid-
ing the bug where someone enters the same number twice by accident and quietly gets away with it, 
leading to something mysteriously awful happening later. Simply put, the closer your model matches reality, 
the more bugs you avoid7.

What if there were no SAO numbers? Let’s pretend that the astronomers were incompetent and just as-
signed names willy-nilly. In that situation it falls upon you, the modeler, to invent your own identifier 
such as Star.ID {I}. You would then let the platform manage the assignment of values as each instance is 
created. In this case, the existence of the invented ID is platform independent. But the implementation of 
that identifier is platform specific.

If the platform is managing an invented identifier, why model it at all? There is yet another important role 
played by the identifier that necessitates explicit modeling of one on each class. As we’ll see later in this 
chapter, an identifier is frequently referenced from another class and then incorporated with other attrib-
utes to form a multiple-attribute identifier in that referencing class. This yields a powerful and terse con-
straint on the associated relationship. This idiom is so common in Executable UML that the easiest policy 
is to ensure that each class features at least one identifier.

Multiple-attribute identifiers 

A multiple-attribute identifier is an identifier that consists of, not surprisingly, multiple attributes. When a 
value is supplied for each attribute in such an identifier, either zero or one instance will be selected.

In the United States, the license plate on a vehicle allows you to tell one vehicle from another. But it is 
possible to have a license plate in the state of California with the number 12345 that matches a license 

6 Building good models is not about sitting in front of your console and drawing boxes all day. Any idiot can do that. It is about 

collecting and organizing real world data, detecting odd and subtle patterns in that data and interrogating subject matter ex-

perts who will happily tell you lies. So, if you don’t know the answer, drawing boxes may make you look busy, but won’t help 

you. Log out and go ask questions! (And don’t forget to write down the answers)

7 This is in response to the question I routinely get, “Do I really need to model <x>?” (x being ‘identifier’ in this case), with the 

answer being ‘Yes. Go away.’
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plate in the state of Colorado with the same number. You can’t, however, issue two license plates in the 
same state with duplicate numbers8. 

 

Model 2.5 

In Model 2.5 we see that both State and License number are marked as the identifier of the Licensed Ve-
hicle class. Two {I} tags in this class mark one multiple-attribute identifier (State + License number).

(You may notice that I left the types off of the class symbol. When they are not pertinent, I will omit 
them).

To create a multiple-attribute identifier, you sometimes need to refer to an identifier of a related class. 
Consider the incorrect model below: 

8 Well, we call them ‘numbers’ here in the USA for legacy reasons, I suppose, but they are, in reality, alphanumeric sequences.
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Model 2.6 

What’s wrong with this picture? Looking at the table in Model 2.6, we can see that the identifier is unique 
for all current instances. But does (Direction + Side) guarantee uniqueness among all possible Runway 
instances? As long as we restrict ourselves to one airport, yes. But if the scope of the modeled domain in-
cludes multiple airports, and it almost always does, we have a problem. We may have a runway labeled 
27R at two different airports. The model is not complete — let’s try again.
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Model 2.7 

Identifier attributes that are also referential 

The identifier for Runway in Model 2.7 now consists of three components (Direction + Side + Airport). 
The Airport attribute is a reference to the Airport.Code attribute9. In Executable UML, we call this a ‘ref-
erential attribute’. The {I, R1} constraint in the Runway class tells us that the Runway.Airport attribute 
refers to an identifier attribute on the other side of the R1 association. It is perfectly legal, and sometimes 
necessary, to rename the attribute in the referencing class 10.

In subsequent chapters we will dive into the details of how referential attributes are composed for various 
types of relationships. For now, here are the guiding principles:

RULE 1: When you create a referential attribute, make sure that the multiplicity on the opposite side of 
the association is 1 or 0..1. Otherwise, you will break the table rule which says that you can’t have multi-
ple values in a row-column intersection. If your association has an * (many) on each side, you must create 
an association class to house the referential attributes. In Model 2.7, a value in the Runway.Airport at-
tribute refers to one instance of Airport since the opposite side of R1 has a multiplicity of 1.

9 How do you know that? When you write a description for the Runway.Airport attribute, you declare that it references Air-

port.Code on R1. This is not shown on the class diagram, other than by the {R1} tag. In practice, this is clear enough 99% of the 

time. The other 1% of the time, hopefully you are using a tool that makes it quick and easy to view that attribute description.

10 It is necessary when you have two referential attributes in one class referring to the same identifier across an association. Vehi-

cle.Driver and Vehicle.Owner may, for example, each refer to Person.ID.
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RULE 2: If a multiple-attribute identifier is referenced, you must create a separate referential attribute for 
each attribute of that identifier11. Otherwise, you wouldn’t be referring to a specific instance. A reference 
to a location, for example, would require both the Latitude and Longitude referential attributes.

Multiple identifiers 

A class can have more than one identifier, as shown below: 

 

Model 2.8 

In Model 2.8 you can select a unique piece by specifying the piece type and color, or the start file and rank 
(no two pieces can start on the same rank and file) or the current file and rank piece position. 

The identifier (Type + Color) marked with {I} constraint is really {I1} and is sometimes referred to as the 
primary identifier. We typically omit the ‘1’ because many classes have only one identifier and we are lazy. 
As far as relational theory is concerned there is nothing special about an identifier being ‘primary’. From 
a modeling perspective, the primary identifier is the one you usually refer to when formalizing a relation-
ship with referential attributes. But there are cases where you need to refer to a particular alternate identi-
fier to impose a tricky constraint.

The alternate (non-primary) identifiers are numbered from ‘2’ onward. Don’t get in the habit of discover-
ing or inventing one identifier and telling yourself, ‘Okay, got one, let’s move on’.

All identifiers, primary and otherwise, should be modeled. There are two reasons for this.

First, the identity constraints are important facts in the real world. If you don’t specify the identity con-
straint on the (Current file + Current rank) attributes in Model 2.8, for example, the resulting software 
won’t ‘know’ that putting two pieces on the same square is wrong.

Second, we need to see all the identifiers for a thing the relational theory folks call ‘normalization’. There 
are certain tests we apply to all of the attributes in a class to ensure that there are no undesirable inter-de-
pendencies among them that could lead to nasty bugs or data redundancies. So, to ensure data integrity, 

11 But sometimes you can factor some of those out to express a constraint through a process called ‘merging attributes’. We’ll get 

to that in Chapter 7.
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we need to model all of the identifiers. We’ll get into this with some examples, but first let’s take a look at 
one more identifier pattern.

Overlapping identifiers  

Within a class, the same attribute may participate in zero, one or many identifiers. In the “many” case, we 
get an overlap as demonstrated below. 

 

Model 2.9 

The Licensed Vehicle class above has three identifiers:

1. State + License number

2. State + Title number

3. Manufacturer + Chassis number  

The State attribute overlaps identifiers 1 and 2. So Model 2.9 tells us that Title numbers are issued locally 
by State, just like License numbers. Quick analysis note: Few people living outside the USA would know 
(or care) about this rule or even what exactly a ‘Title’ is (an official document conferring ownership). But 
in your analysis role on a new project ’not knowing things’ is, at least for me, the normal state of affairs. 
Among many other modeling activities, the task of chasing down all your identifiers helps you formulate 
detailed questions that reveal interesting facts and policies about an unfamiliar subject matter.

Super identifiers 

When you supply a value for each attribute of an identifier you will select either zero or one instance of 
the associated class. By definition, an identifier is irreducible. In other words, you cannot achieve the 
zero-one selection result if any attributes are left out of the identifier. If you remove Airport from the Run-
way identifier in Model 2.7 and supply the values ( Direction:27, Side:Right ) you may end up with multi-
ple instances selected. But what if you added an extra attribute to the identifier?

If you supply ( Direction:27, Side:Right, Airport:SFO, Grade:Paved ) are you still guaranteed to get zero or 
one instance? Yes, you do. A super identifier12 such as ( Direction + Side + Airport + Grade ) has the same 

12 This term parallels the relational ‘super key’ defined in [RTCP].
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zero-one selection property as an irreducible identifier without necessarily being irreducible. All proper 
identifiers are also super identifiers, but most super identifiers are not proper identifiers.

How many super identifiers are on the Runway class in Model 2.7?13 Don’t worry, most of the time you 
don’t need to mark any of them or be concerned about them at all. But there are rare cases where a refer-
encing class will need to refer to an extra non-identifier attribute to enforce a constraint. In these cases, a 
super identifier will be highlighted and then referenced. We’ll see how this works in Chapter 7. For now it 
is enough just to know they exist.

Dependencies  
Ok, back to that normalization thing I mentioned… Normalization presents us with a few simple rules to 
ensure that tables are not filled with redundant or inconsistent data and to guard against accidentally los-
ing data inadvertently.

 

Model 2.10 

The key concept behind normalization is functional dependency. Imagine you have a function based on 
Model 2.10 that takes an ID value as input and yields the Color temperature value.

F(ID) -> Color temperature

We can say that Color temperature is functionally dependent on ID. If you plug in value L1 for ID you 
will get 800 as the result. Remember that a mathematical function maps each element in its domain to a 
corresponding element in its range.

So this is not a function:

F(Color temperature) -> ID // 😟  Multiple values mapped!

13 Answer: 4, {I},{I}+Length, {I}+Grade and {I}+Length+Grade — Only {I} is a proper (irreducible) identifier.
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If you plug in 1400, you could get multiple ID values so this is not a function and, hence, ID is not func-
tionally dependent on Color temperature.

Furthermore, we see that all of the non-identifier attributes are functionally dependent on the identifier, 
ID. So we can define this function:

F(ID) -> Color temperature, Intensity, X, Y, Z

Just as important, there is no functional dependency among any of the non-identifier attributes. For ex-
ample:

F(Z) -> Y // 😟  Multiple values possible!

With that out of the way, let’s move on to the rules.

Dependence on the identifier  

RULE 1: All non-identifying attributes are functionally dependent on the identifier, and nothing but the 
identifier.

All the non-identifying attributes in the Light class (Color Temperature, Intensity, X, Y, and Z) are de-
pendent on the value selected for Light.ID and nothing else. The value of Intensity is not determined by 
the X coordinate, for example. It may help to draw the dependencies like this:

 

Figure 2.1 

Note that there are no functional dependencies between any of the non-identifying attributes in Figure 
2.1.

The following class does not satisfy this rule:
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Model 2.11 

In this case there is an illegal functional dependency between Company and Work address. If you pro-
vided a Company value, it determines the Work address.

 

Figure 2.2 

This is bad for three reasons 14. First, the work address data is redundantly specified whenever you add 
multiple contacts that work at the same company. If CloudyBay moves to a new location, multiple ad-
dress values must be updated. Second, if you delete the last person that works at DivideByZero Dynamic 
from your system, you unnecessarily lose the address information for that company. Third, there is no 
way to record a company and address which has no contacts yet.

When attributes cling together like this within a class, you should abstract a new class as shown:

14 The relational theory folks call these three cases ‘update anomalies’.
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Model 2.12 

All three of the bad reasons listed above have been resolved now that the undesired functional dependen-
cies have been eliminated. Model 2.12 also sets us up to discover useful attributes which describe a Com-
pany that are further removed from the Contact (Cafeteria quality, for example). As illustrated below, the 
non-identifying attributes depend only on the identifier in each table.

 

Figure 2.3 

Dependence on the whole identifier 

RULE 2: Each non-identifying attribute must depend on the whole identifier. This rule is violated in the 
class below.
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Model 2.13 

One of the attributes in Model 2.13 doesn’t belong. Accumulated delay (time delayed on the route — 
used by the scheduling algorithm) and Average completion time are relevant when a Vehicle is assigned 
to a particular Route. These attributes are dependent on both the Vehicle and the Route. Battery charge is 
specific to a Vehicle regardless of Route.

 

Figure 2.4 

The Battery charge attribute really belongs in the Vehicle class. Otherwise, we would unnecessarily lose 
the Battery charge information when a Vehicle is taken off a Route and the corresponding instance of Au-
tomated Vehicle on Route is deleted. The Accumulated delay and Average completion time, on the other 
hand, should be thrown away when a Vehicle completes a Route.

Here are the correct classes: 
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Model 2.14 

Identifier value assignment  

What are the consequences when you assign a value to an attribute? It depends on whether that attribute 
is part of an identifier or not. Let’s take a look at each case. 

Changing a non-identifier value  

Consider changing the value of the non-identifier attribute Visibility in the Airport class. Let’s change 
SFO’s visibility from 8 to 2 km. (We get a lot of fog here!) 

 

Model 2.15 

No big deal. You should be able to change the value of a non-identifier attribute without affecting any 
other attribute values in the same class. (Exceptions are made to this rule when it comes to computational 
dependency as we’ll see shortly.) 
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Changing an identifier value  

But it is a big deal when you change the value of an identifier attribute. Let’s change SFO’s Longitude. 
(We get a lot of earthquakes here!) Before we change the Longitude we have to verify that no other Air-
port has an identical pair of Latitude-Longitude values. Okay, our earthquakes aren’t that bad, but the 
point is that the identity constraint must be enforced, either with explicit model actions, architectural con-
straint enforcement (if available) or both so that duplicate instances are not created.

 
Dependence on multiple identifiers 

RULE 1 was a misleading simplification since it assumes a single identifier, which is not always the case. 
Model 2.15 has two identifiers and the functional dependency rules must be applied for each of them as 
shown in Figure 2.5:

 

Figure 2.5 

Computational dependence and derived attributes 

Applications need to perform computations. Attributes in one part of a class model may be input to a par-
ticular computation while attributes in some other part of the class model may reflect the results of that 
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computation. The computations themselves are spelled out in activities and actions. But the class model 
should highlight those attributes whose values are computationally derived. 

Consider an application that computes the rotational speed of a motor shaft using an optical shaft en-
coder. The encoder is a disk with regularly spaced marks. As the encoder spins, the marks block light de-
tected by an optical sensor. To get the speed of the motor shaft, you multiply the optical pulse rate by the 
mark spacing. Here’s the class model: 

 

Model 2.16 

The value of the Rotational speed attribute is computed by an activity defined on the derived attribute: 

my Shaft Encoder.Mark spacing * my Shaft Encoder.Pulse rate 

The “\” in front of the Rotational speed attribute in Model 2.16 indicates that this attribute is computa-
tionally dependent on (or derived from) other attributes in the class model.

The computations can be arbitrarily complex, but they cannot span more than one state activity. So if you 
need to coordinate multiple states to produce a computation, just use a non-derived attribute to hold the 
result.

Not all derived attributes are based on typical mathematical calculations. Sometimes you just want to as-
semble a useful string from various elements using a few rules.
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Model 2.17 

A derived attribute cannot be a referential attribute.

Value integrity 
Non-values such as N/A (not applicable), null or ‘unassigned’ should be avoided.15

Each attribute should hold a meaningful value at all times. Otherwise some chunk of action language will 
eventually read the wrong value at the wrong time and make a bad thing happen. You’ll also end up 
modeling error prone behavior to tip toe around your data potholes.

Naturally, the goal of persistent and relevant attribute meaning is easier said than done. There are two 
common challenges that you may encounter from time to time. Challenge 1: You model an attribute that 
is irrelevant for some instances, all of the time, and Challenge 2: You model an attribute that is relevant 
for all instances, but holds a meaningful value only part of the time.

With experience, these will become easier to fix and avoid. Here are some examples to help you along.

Challenge 1 : Attribute is not applicable all of  the time 

Sometimes you abstract a class where the instances all behave the same way and have all the same char-
acteristics — except for one attribute that doesn’t apply in certain cases.

Consider this class from a submarine game: 

15 These open the gateways to logical hell known more formally as 3VL (three valued logic). See appendix D, ‘Nulls and three or 

more valued logic’ in [AMDP] for a detailed explanation of what this entails. Or you can just google around or check 

Wikipedia. A lot has been written on this topic.
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Model 2.18 

As we write the class description for Model 2.18, we find that one of the attributes is meaningless, all of 
the time, for certain instances:

 
The Guide wire remaining attribute does not apply to the first type of torpedo (self-guided). You could 
just set the value to zero for such torpedoes. But that’s problematic. How would you tell the difference be-
tween a Torpedo that has run out of guide wire vs. one that is self guided? You could add a boolean at-
tribute, Wire guided. But now you have to be extra careful check the boolean before reading the Guide 
wire remaining value. You (and your colleagues) will always remember, right? Or maybe you could rede-
fine the type for Guide wire remaining so that you could give it a negative value. What could possibly go 
wrong with that?

You may get away with the techniques above, but you aren’t accurately modeling your subject matter. 
And when you get in the habit of mis-representing reality it will bite you in the ass eventually. And re-
peatedly. Also your your colleagues, testers and users may suffer a bit as well.

Whenever you discover an attribute that requires the assignment of N/A or a constant with special mean-
ing (-1, 0, 1, 999999, etc.) you have an insufficiently abstracted class. The troublesome attribute points out 
that not all instances in this class really behave the same way. And, therefore, one or more of your class 
definitions is broken.

In our example, we can eliminate the troublesome attribute by abstracting classes that distinguish the di-
vergent and shared torpedo behavior.
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Model 2.19 

Model 2.19 solves the problem with generalization. The Guide wire remaining attribute will always have 
a meaningful value since it is never allocated for Self Guided Torpedo instances. 

You might be concerned that the Self Guided Torpedo subclass has no descriptive attributes. It may be 
bad code, but it’s not a problem as far as the model is concerned. Model 2.19 simply states that Guide 
wire remaining is relevant only to Wire Guided Torpedoes. The model compiler has many choices when 
it comes to generating the code to implement this real-world fact. One choice is to generate three classes. 
Another choice is to generate a single class or maybe two classes. A model compiler targeting C++ might 
use inheritance. Who knows? The analyst has done his or her job by stating that the Guide wire remain-
ing attribute is not always relevant. This fact gives the model compiler real-world information that it can 
use to optimize memory usage.

(Some of the tricks I recommend avoiding while modeling might be employed in the code. But the code 
generator will use design patterns to apply the tricks systematically. Often when you try to ‘optimize’ 
your model using programming tricks, you hide real world information from the code generator making it 
more difficult for it to optimize the code).

Challenge 2 : Attribute is not applicable some of  the time 

This is a more subtle challenge. We’ll look at two examples where we have an attribute that, for all in-
stances, is temporarily without a meaningful value.

Periodically available data 

When a torpedo is launched and is closing in on a target, we probably care about attributes such as bear-
ing and distance to target. We could simply subclass Torpedo again as either Launched or Stored. But 
even a launched torpedo may take some time to acquire a target before distance and bearing is relevant. 
In this case you could use an association class instead of a generalization to move the attributes into a lo-
cation where they would always have meaning.
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Model 2.20 

An instance of the association class is created only when a target has been acquired. At this point heading 
and bearing are set and are constantly updated.

But what if you temporarily lose the target?

One solution is to maintain the values but define them as last known values. You can just change the defi-
nitions and keep the names the same. But you might add an attribute characterizing the quality of the 
data such as a boolean Tracking.

Alternately, you can create and delete the association if the target is entirely lost.

Or you can subclass the association class and move the instance back and forth as the acquisition status 
changes as demonstrated in Model 2.21.
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Model 2.21 

Value initially unavailable 

In this next example there is an initial interval, right after creation, when a value is not yet known. 
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Model 2.22 

When a flight reservation is made, a seat may or may not be assigned. It is tempting to define a type for 
Seat assignment to be: Any aircraft seat name such as 1A, 12C, and so on, or Unassigned. This is a bad 
idea since you will still need to model the logic where you distinguish between seated and unseated 
reservations. And the next thing you know, someone without an assigned seat gets on a plane. Unless it’s 
on one of those budget airlines in which case, who knows, maybe it doesn’t matter.

At the very least, you should expose the rule that not all Reservations have Seats assigned all of the time. 
You could do this by creating Reservation With Seats and Reservation Without Seats subclasses, but gen-
eralization may be a bit heavy handed in this case. Instead, you could just abstract Seat as a class as 
shown in Model 2.23 and add a conditional association. 
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Model 2.23 

To ensure that the Seat attribute always has a meaningful value, we must also use an association class. 
With this model, the instance of Reservation may be instantiated without a link across R3 initially. An in-
stance of Seat Assignment is created only when a Seat is selected.

You may notice that there is an important constraint. The Seat.Class and Reservation.Class values must 
match when creating a Seat Assignment. This is easy enough to show, but it requires some advanced ref-
erential attribute and identifier magic which we’ll explain in Chapter 5. So we’ll revisit Model 2.23 then.

But there is an even cleaner solution that doesn’t involve any modeling at all. A simple change to the seat 
assignment policy might be made. Just make a default seat assignment as soon as a Reservation is creat-
ed. Later on, the customer can either change it or stick with the default. In that case, stick with Model 2.22 
and the Seat Assignment attribute will be meaningful upon instance creation. The right solution depends 
on the actual requirements.

The decision may not be up to the modeler which is why you need to be an analyst as well. The modeler 
models, but the analyst gets up from the computer, researches and asks questions. It is often the case that 
a few of the right questions can save you many hours modeling the wrong thing.
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An attribute with multiple meanings  

Sometimes you have an attribute whose entire meaning changes based on the assigned value. This is a 
bad thing. Let’s take a look at an example.

 
Here’s the initial model: 
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Model 2.24 

The Inspection Script.Mark code attribute specifies how a part is to be marked if it fails a script. The at-
tribute type is the set of integer codes [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] where 1 to 3 specifies ink colors, 4 means scratch and 
0 means don’t mark at all. 

Mark code has a different meaning (color, action) depending on the assigned value. So what’s wrong 
with that?

● Model 2.24 doesn’t expose all marking possibilities. Can a part be marked more than once? Can a 
part be both scratched and inked? By burying the scheme in a type, you hide the rule that a part 
can be either inked or scratched, but not both.

● The model doesn’t extend well. What happens when you get a requirement to mark more than 
once? Mark and scratch?

● New marking requirements will complicate the type definition. This complexity must be dissected 
out carefully in the action language.

● The model will have to be changed in multiple places when the marking scheme changes (type 
definition and action language)

To make the meaning uniform we could do this: 
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Model 2.25 

 
This model takes the application rules that were previously embedded in the Mark code attribute do-
main, and exposes them in the classes and associations.

● 0 — handled by conditional on R2

● 1, 2, 3 — handled by creating instance of Ink Instruction and setting Ink Instruction.Color (Note 
that more colors can easily be added.)

● 4 — handled by creating instance of Scratch Instruction (If you had degrees of scratching, heavy/
light for example, you could easily add the Scratch Instruction.Degree attribute.)  

Model 2.25 easily extends to accommodate new requirements. If we get a requirement to mark more than 
once, for example, we could change R2 to 1:0..*.

Now, I am not saying that the specialization example is necessarily the best approach. But it is important 
to recognize an attribute with multiple meanings and to be able to expose those meanings using classes 
and associations. When I go to this trouble, nine times out of ten I end up discovering hidden application 
rules. If, later on, the added classes and associations don’t seem to be adding any value, it’s easy to drop 
them. It’s not going to kill you to have one or two multiple-meaning attributes with complex attribute do-
mains lurking in the depths of your class model. But it will kill you if you have lots of this type of at-
tribute. Your class model won’t expose subtle, yet important, application rules like it should, and it will 
be difficult to extend as the subsystem assimilates more and more requirements. If you do have a few 
multiple meaning attributes, keep an eye on them as the requirements develop. Be ready to convert them 
into more uniform attributes when the model gets weird.
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Referential role 
Each attribute of a class is either referential or non-referential16. A referential attribute will refer to one or 
more identifier attributes somewhere. All other attributes are non-referential. The distinction is important 
when assigning a type to the attribute and when computational dependency is considered.

Referential attributes  

In Executable UML, each class model relationship is defined with one or more referential attributes. At its 
simplest, the value of a referential attribute for one object must match the value of an identifier attribute 
on the other side of an association or generalization. On the class diagram, the {Rn} tag indicates which 
attributes are referential and across which relationship they are referring.

 

Model 2.26 

In Model 2.7, Runway refers to the identifier of Airport using a single referential attribute, Runway.Air-
port. In Model 2.26, a Landing Aircraft class requires three referential attribute values to refer unambigu-
ously to an instance of Runway.

You can’t refer to part of an object, you must always refer to the whole thing. This means that you need 
one referential attribute on the referring side for each component of the identifier on the referenced side.

Referential attributes don’t work like pointers or handles in a programming language. Instead, a referen-
tial attribute is fashioned after something called a ‘foreign key’ in the relational theory world. This is how 
a referential attribute works:

Assume we have a referential attribute R in class B and an identifier attribute I in class A. For any ar-
bitrary object b in B, the value currently assigned to R must match the value assigned to I for some 
object a in A.

If your brain is like mine, it will go into screensaver mode for a few seconds before resetting and attempt-
ing to parse all of that. Take your time.

This definition has a few implications:

16 In the previous editions we called non-referentials ‘native’ attributes. That name leads to some misconceptions about how 

types are determined and resolved in loops of associations, so the name has been dropped.
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Implication 1: Type compatibility required 

The set of values that may be assigned to a referenced attribute, its type, must be a superset of the values 
that may be assigned to the referential attribute.

For unconstrained association relationships the types of both the referential attribute and the referenced 
identifier attribute will be the same. When it comes to generalizations (Chapter 8) and constrained associ-
ations (Chapter 7), the referential attribute will have a type that defines a subset of the type of the refer-
enced identifier attribute.

Implication 2: No dangling references 

Model integrity will be violated if you set an object’s referential attribute to a value that does not match a 
corresponding value of the referenced identifier attribute for some object.

Fortunately, the action language makes this easy for you by preventing you from writing referential at-
tribute values directly. Instead you use the link and unlink actions which will connect objects and set the 
referential attribute values safely for you. But it is still the responsibility of the modeler to ensure that the 
participants in a link exist prior to linking or unlinking, otherwise you will get a nasty fault. You are al-
lowed to read referential attribute values directly, however.

Implication 3: Attribute references may be chained 

The referenced attribute may be a non-referential or referential attribute as long as it is an identifier at-
tribute of the referenced class. If the referenced attribute is itself referential, then it must refer to yet an-
other identifier attribute somewhere as shown in Figure 2.6. And, yes, it is possible and legal to end up 
with a cycle that winds through the class model and leads back to the initial referring attribute. But there 
are only rare cases where this is useful and we’ll explore them in Chapter 7.
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Figure 2.6 

Non-referential attributes 

All of the attributes on a class diagram that are not marked with an {Rn} tag are non-referential.

Since a non-referential attribute does not refer to any identifier attribute, you can define its type to be any-
thing you want.

Derived attributes are always non-referential.

Attributes in multiple roles 

Most of the fun happens when we combine attribute roles.
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Model 2.27 

In Model 2.27 the Point class has a multiple-attribute identifier consisting of two descriptive attributes, X 
and Y. The identifier of the Line Segment class is made up entirely of referential attributes which refer 
across R1 and R2. A computationally dependent, non-referential attribute yields the distance between the 
start and end points.

As you can see, referential attributes are treated just like any other attribute when it comes to identifier 
composition.

Also note that, in Model 2.27, the identity constraint ensures that two Line Segments may start and end at 
the same locations. That may or may not be what you want, but that is what the model says.

Summary  
An attribute is an intrinsic quality of all possible instances of a class. Some attributes are descriptive while 
others serve mostly to name or label things.

Every attribute has a type which defines the set of values that may be assigned to the attribute as well as 
the operations that can be performed on those values. Open ended base types such as real or string are 
discouraged. Instead, base types should be constrained and combined to form model level types appro-
priate to the relevant subject matter.

Types may define internal structure of arbitrary complexity. Type specific operations must be defined to 
manipulate the components of the structure, perform comparisons among values and otherwise process 
the values.

An identifier is a set of one or more attributes on the same class guaranteed to return zero or one instance 
of that class when values are supplied for the constituent attributes.

Every class requires at least one identifier.

An identifier may be a single or a multiple attribute identifier. Some identifiers are discovered and others 
are invented. All attributes of a class’s primary identifier are tagged as {I}. There is nothing special about a 
primary identifier other than being a favorite target for references across relationships. All other identi-
fiers are numbered [2..n] on a given class and designated with the {In} tag.
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The same identifier attribute may participate in more than one identifier.

A super identifier is an identifier with additional attributes from the same class. Like an irreducible iden-
tifier, a super identifier also selects zero or one instance when values are supplied for the constituent at-
tributes. Super identifiers are tagged only in special cases as shown in Chapter X.

The set of attributes in a class should obey normalization rules borrowed from relational theory. These 
rules ensure that data integrity is maintained and help prevent certain classes of bugs. Each non-identifier 
attribute must be functionally dependent on each of its class's identifiers. There should be no functional 
dependencies between non-identifier attributes.

A derived attribute is computationally dependent on other attributes in the same or a different class. It is 
marked with the \ symbol.

A referential attribute holds a value which refers to a corresponding value of an identifier attribute on the 
other side of a relationship. The type of the referenced identifier attribute defines a superset of the values 
defined by the type of the referential attribute. For non-generalization relationships (associations) the 
types will be the same.

A referential attribute may also be an identifier attribute.

An attribute should be meaningful for all instances of a class at all times. Non-values like 'Not Applicable' 
and 'null' or any special meaning values should not be used. They complicate the overall model logic and 
leave the models prone to bugs. Classes and relationships can always be refactored to avoid this kind of 
trouble.

Frequently asked questions about attributes 

How many attributes can a class have? 

As many as necessary. In my experience this is between 1 and 15, with an average of 5. If I saw a class 
with 100 attributes, I would expect to find troubling functional dependencies among them. Also, it is diffi-
cult to maintain the class definition described in Chapter 1 when you have too many attributes, especially 
if you start needing a lot of not applicable or null values.

How do I know I have all the attributes? 

When there aren’t any more to find. Sorry, no easy answer. This is where you depend on your skill as an 
analyst — not a modeler. A novice analyst frequently misses important details. An experienced analyst 
takes good notes, asks good questions, interrogates experts, reads manuals, looks closely at example data, 
and holds productive walkthroughs. For more about this topic, see Chapter 10. If you just sit there and 
guess randomly at the attributes, scribble them down in a class rectangle, and move on — then you will 
probably miss a few.

Aren’t all those invented identifiers and referential attributes in the model inefficient? 

No. Not unless you directly translate each of them into individual class members when code is generated, 
which is typically not done. Invented identifiers are often replaced with unique memory locations such as 
array indices. And referential attributes are often replaced by pointers, handles or array indices.
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True, the case for modeling invented identifiers is a bit less compelling than that for real-world identifiers 
like Aircraft.Tail number. The primary benefit is that when constraints are specified by combining refer-
ential attributes together, identifiers, even invented ones, are necessary. A secondary reason is that it en-
courages the modeler to eliminate functional dependencies among attributes applying the rules stated 
earlier in this chapter.

Sometimes you can absorb classes with invented identifiers and no other attributes into other structures 
when generating code.

Model 2.28 is an example from a system that inspects defects in propellor blades. In this example a defect 
is a crack or dent.

 

Model 2.28 

Here we log and store data about each defect, so we need to distinguish one from the other. Now imagine 
a system where defects are simply counted. We just want to answer the question, “How badly beaten up 
is this Propellor Blade?”

In this case, don’t abstract the Defect class. Just add the Number of defects attribute to the Propellor 
Blade class as shown in Model 2.29. 

 

Model 2.29 

So if you can uniquely identify real-world entities, you can abstract these entities as a class. If you can’t 
tell one apart from the other, you should abstract an attribute representing a quantity. 

Another good example is the factory application where you need to know how many bolts are left, but 
you don’t want to create a bunch of bolt instances each time a bin full of bolts arrives. More to the point, 
there is no bar code or serial number on each bolt, so you can’t tell one bolt from the other anyway. The 
solution is to abstract the Bin class with the Bin.Bolt quantity attribute that is incremented as bolts arrive 
and decremented as they are consumed.
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Model 2.29 

Logic foundations 
This is the first of a series of notes inserted in this book to provide insight into the mathematical and logi-
cal foundations of Executable UML. If you just want to learn what you need to know to build good mod-
els, you can feel free to skip these! There are many reasons why you might want to know more about the 
underlying math, however. If you are building a code generator or model execution environment, it may 
help you to understand why the language is the way it is. If you just want to build good models, it may 
help to see the connection between requirements, rules, logic and functions. Or maybe you just have a 
geeky interest in such things and want to delve deeper.

I should also point out that I am no mathematician, logician or anyone competent with greek letters or 
numbers. I have a hard enough time dealing with zero, one and many. But to support my work with open 
source tool development, action language specification and just out of general curiosity, I have been read-
ing up and taking a deeper look. This seemed like a great opportunity to share what I’ve learned and 
point you to further reading if you want to learn from someone who actually knows what they are talking 
about. Plus, I’ve always found that by writing about something, it forces me to think about it more deeply 
so it’s a win-win for all of us.

Since Executable UML classes are built upon relational theory, and since relational theory is a branch of 
mathematics, our style of classes ‘inherit’ some cool mathematical properties. Specifically, the definition 
of a class is, in fact, a thing called a logical predicate.

In logic, a predicate is function that returns a true-false value. Refer to the Star class example in Model 2.1. 
Stated as a predicate, we would say:

PR1: Star Number is informally referred to as Name, measures Diameter across with Mass and is 
Distance from our solar system.

The descriptive phrasing is taken from attribute descriptions you would have written were this one of 
your models. The predicate nicely represents the meaning of the class and its attributes. Mathematically, 
though, we could extract a simple truth-valued function as shown:

result::Boolean // declare result as a Boolean 
result = Star( Number, Name, Diameter, Mass, Distance ) 

Each attribute becomes a parameter in the predicate function. You fill in a value of the appropriate type 
for each parameter and you get a true-false result. If the Star exists, you get true and if it doesn’t you get 
false. In other words, as far as your running software is concerned, an instantiation of Star means that a 
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particular Star actually exists in the real world (or universe, I should say). Conversely, a non-existent in-
stance means that that Star does not exist, again, as far as the software is concerned.

The number of parameters in a predicate establishes its degree. So, PR1 is a predicate of five degrees. The 
n-ary prefix is alternately used to express the number of degrees, so you can have a unary, binary, ternary, 
… predicate and, in the case of PR1, a quinary17 predicate. Can you have a 0 degree predicate? Yes. It is 
called a proposition.

A logical proposition is a statement immediately known to be either true or false, such as:

PP1: Alpha Centauri is 4.3 light years away from our solar system.

Since PP1 is a 0 degree predicate (it has no unknowns) and so it is a proposition. And, based on the infor-
mation in Model 2.1, it is a true proposition. On the other hand, PR1 is not a proposition because it cannot 
be evaluated as either true or false until all the values are plugged in. You can always create a proposition 
by filling in all of the values:

PP2: Star 252838 is informally referred to as Alpha Centauri, measures 1.26 million km across with 
1.1x the mass of our sun and is 4.3 light years away.

Based on Model 2.1, PP2 is a true proposition. A proposition can also be false as PP3 demonstrates:

PP3: Sirius is 10x the mass of our sun

Now, what does all this have to do with class models? For now, just this:

Each class defines an n-ary predicate where n represents the number of attributes in the class. This predi-
cate represents a truth-valued function. Each object is an instantiation of this predicate manifesting a true 
proposition. The population of instances in a class at any point in time represents the complete set of true 
propositions. All of the instances that could be in the class, but are not, represent a complete set of false 
propositions. And, in any computer system, both sets will be finite.
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